Abstract-The traffic in current wireless networks exhibits large variations in uplink (UL) and downlink (DL), which brings huge challenges to network operators in efficiently allocating radio resources. Dynamic time-division duplex (TDD) is considered a promising scheme that is able to adjust the resource allocation to the instantaneous UL and DL traffic conditions, also known as traffic adaptation. In this paper, we study how traffic adaptation and energy harvesting can improve the energy efficiency (EE) in multi-antenna small cell networks operating dynamic TDD. Given the queue length distribution of small cell access points (SAPs) and mobile users (MUs), we derive the optimal UL/DL configuration to minimize the service time of a typical small cell, and show that the UL/DL configuration that minimizes the service time also results in an optimal network EE, but does not necessarily achieve the optimal EE for SAP or MU individually. To further enhance the network EE, we provide SAPs with energy harvesting capabilities, and model the status of harvested energy at each SAP using a Markov chain. We derive the availability of the rechargeable battery under several battery utilization strategies, and observe that energy harvesting can significantly improve the network EE in the low traffic load regime. In summary, the proposed analytical framework allows us to elucidate the relationship between traffic adaptation and network EE in future dense networks with dynamic TDD. With this work, we quantify the potential benefits of traffic adaptation and energy harvesting in terms of service time and EE.
I
N RECENT years, the increasing popularity of data hungry applications, driven by the explosive growth of smart phones, have posed great challenges to achieve the required data rates [1] . To meet such stringent capacity demand, two significant technological advances have been proposed: deploying ultra-dense small cell networks to increase the spatial reuse gain [2] , and equipping base stations with multiple antennas to increase the spectrum efficiency [3] . The emergence of these two concepts will accelerate the transformation of cellular network architecture to heterogenous networks consisting of diverse low-power small cell access points (SAPs) equipped with multiple antennas overlaid within the conventional macrocell network [4] . With such heterogeneity in cellular network architecture and the irregularity in base station locations, new cellular network models have emerged recently. Stochastic geometry has been shown to be a powerful tool in capturing the randomness of network nodes by using spatial point processes [5] - [7] . By modeling the locations of base stations with the Poisson point process (PPP), the performance evaluation of a two-tier downlink (DL) heterogeneous network is considered in [8] and [9] and then generalized to a K-tier DL network in [10] and [11] . Meanwhile, the massive deployment of small cells and the dramatic increase of multimedia applications result in asymmetric and dynamically changing uplink (UL) and DL traffic which varies significantly with time and between cells. Time-division duplex (TDD) systems have the capability to accommodate the changing traffic loads by varying the percentage of subframes dedicated to UL and DL transmissions, referred to as the traffic adaptation [12] . 1 To adapt to the instantaneous traffic load, dynamic TDD with cell-specific UL/DL configuration is now under consideration in small cell networks by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [13] , [14] . Particularly, eight network scenarios have been considered in Release 11, where multiple picocells deployed homogeneously or coexisted with multiple macrocells (on the same or adjacent carrier frequency), can dynamically adjust their UL/DL configurations. Furthermore, three of the eight deployment scenarios have been analyzed in Release 12 , where considerable enhancement in network throughput was observed with dynamic TDD. However, dynamic TDD gives rise to two new types of cross-link interference, namely, mobile user-to-mobile user (UL-to-DL) interference and base station-to-base station (DL-to-UL) interference [15] , when the neighboring SAPs operate on opposite modes.
The advantage of dynamic TDD over semi-static TDD in packet throughput has been evaluated based on both simulations [16] and theoretical analysis [15] , [17] in single antenna small cell systems. Using the machinery of stochastic geometry, analytical expressions have been derived for DL and UL coverage probabilities with dynamic TDD in singletier small cell networks [18] and two-tier heterogeneous networks [19] . Particularly, in the full-buffer and fully-loaded network scenario, the per-tier UL/DL configuration is optimized in terms of the DL and UL coverage probabilities in [19] . However, the asymmetric UL and DL traffic loads are not captured, and the relationship between service time and optimal UL/DL configuration is not investigated.
On the other hand, green communications are drawing more and more attention on a global scale. From the ecological perspective, the information and communication technology (ICT) industry is believed to be responsible for almost 4.5% of the global greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 [20] . From the economic perspective, the rising energy consumption of mobile networks increases the energy costs and the operational expenditures (OPEX) of the providers. It is therefore highly important to improve the energy efficiency (EE) in future networks. To enhance the EE of the network, several solutions have been proposed, such as sleeping strategies [21] - [23] and energy harvesting techniques [24] - [26] . Specifically, with energy harvesting capabilities, base stations can harvest solar, wind, or kinetic energy from the environment [27] , and thus reduce the use of conventional energy and the carbon footprint. Under the full-buffer assumption, optimal transmission strategies have been designed to adapt to the given energy arrival process in the single-antenna point-to-point link [28] , broadcasting channel [29] , and heterogeneous networks [24] . Specifically, in [24] , a K-tier DL energy harvesting heterogeneous cellular network is considered where the authors study the availability region of the network and its impacts on the network coverage probability. To relax the full-buffer assumption, the data arrivals are explicitly incorporated by considering an additional data queue at each transmitter for a single-antenna isolated link [30] and a broadcasting link [31] with the objective to minimize the packet transmission delay. Most prior work concerns self-powered base stations and mainly focuses on the DL case with full-buffer assumption, while the effect of energy harvesting and dynamic TDD with traffic-aware model on EE has not been investigated. Such a network setting is of high practical relevance and leads to important research questions, for which the solution will shed light on the relationship between traffic adaptation, service time, and EE.
In this work, we consider traffic adaptation within an energy harvesting small cell network operating dynamic TDD, where each energy harvesting SAP is equipped with multiple antennas and operates spatial division multiple access (SDMA). All energy harvesting SAPs are connected to the power grid to ensure energy supply continuity, and preferentially consume the harvested energy to serve the UL or DL data streams. We consider a traffic-aware model and optimize the UL/DL configuration based on the UL and DL data queue length distribution. By modeling the rechargeable battery dynamics of an SAP as a finite state discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC), we derive the availability of the rechargeable battery and the EE of the typical cell. Our main contributions are listed as follows:
• We abandon the full-buffer assumption and assume a given queue length distribution for UL and DL. We derive the optimal UL/DL configuration that minimizes the service time of the typical small cell, and quantify the effect of UL/DL traffic loads on the network performance in terms of coverage probability, service time, and EE.
• We propose several battery utilization strategies and show that energy harvesting can improve the EE of the typical small cell substantially in the low traffic load regime.
• We study the relationship between traffic adaptation and EE. Our results demonstrate that the optimal UL/DL configuration that minimizes the service time also leads to the optimal network EE, while this conclusion does not hold for the EE of SAPs and mobile users (MUs) individually.
• We evaluate the effect of signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) threshold on the service time and network EE, and observe that under realistic conditions the optimal setting of the SINR threshold can lead to a reduction of 60% of the service time and an improvement of 230% of the network EE. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is presented. In Section III, the power consumption model and the energy harvesting model are presented. In Section IV, the coverage probability and EE is derived. In Section V, the analytical results are validated via simulations and the effects of key parameters are discussed. Conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model
We consider a small cell energy harvesting network, where the spatial locations of SAPs follow a homogeneous PPP s with intensity λ s . Each SAP is equipped with an energy harvesting module and a rechargeable battery to store the harvested energy. Considering the limitations of energy harvesting, the SAPs are connected to the power grid to ensure energy continuity. The spatial locations of MUs,˜ u , are modeled as a Matern cluster point process (MCPP) with intensity λ u = Nλ s [5] . Specifically, the SAPs constitute the clusters' parent process where each SAP is located at the center of a cluster with radius R cl . Within each cluster, N daughter points representing MUs are uniformly distributed and connect to the SAP located at the cluster center. We consider that each SAP only serves the N subscribed MUs. When an SAP is requested by its subscribed MUs, it preferentially consumes the harvested energy stored in the rechargeable battery.
Each SAP is equipped with M antennas, while each MU has a single antenna. 2 All small cells operate the dynamic TDD scheme, where a small cell configures flexibly in DL or UL mode according to the instantaneous traffic load within the cell. The transmission mode selection for small cells is modeled by independent Bernoulli random variables (r.v.'s), such that each small cell is configured in DL and UL mode with probabilities q D and 1 − q D , respectively. In particular, we consider a dynamic TDD scheme without coordination of the patterns of UL and DL subframes across the small cells. Without coordination, it is impractical to have an exact model of the set of DL SAPs and UL MUs in each subframe. We therefore apply the independent Bernoulli approach which satisfies the UL/DL configuration q D on average. The UL/DL configuration, denoted by the multiplexing probability q D , is not only determined by the UL and DL traffic conditions, but also affected by the interference from neighboring cells [32] . An illustration of the system model is shown in Fig. 1 . Meanwhile, the abbreviations and symbols used throughout this paper are summarized in Table I .
B. Traffic Load Model
In the following, we abandon the full-buffer condition typically assumed in prior work and propose a stylized trafficaware resource allocation model that can capture the general trend and provide relevant insights related to traffic adaptation. We assume that both the SAP and MU maintain an infinite buffer to accommodate the incoming packets. We define the marked point processes of MUs and SAPs where the marker indicates the buffer status, i.e., the number of packets stored in the buffer. We assume that the packet size ς [in bits] is fixed, and thus, the queue length can be utilized to represent the amount of traffic. For each SAP, we haveˆ s = {(x, b s,x )|x ∈ s , b s,x ∼ f W (w)} with b s,x indicating the queue length vector of an SAP located at x to all its associated N MUs. Specifically, we define
with B s,i ∼ f W i (w) denoting that the DL queue length of the SAP for i th associated MU follows the function f W i (w). While for MUs, we haveˆ u = {(y, B u,y )|y ∈˜ u , B u,y ∼ f U (u)} with B u,y denoting the queue length of an MU located at y.
In the proposed model, the queue length of both SAPs and MUs follows the geometric distribution, which is consistent with the M/M/1 model [33] . Note that in practical scenarios, events that occur in consecutive subframes are correlated [34] . In fact, the variation of queue length over consecutive subframes results in variations of the interference, which affects outage capacity and service rate. Due to the coupling between the service rate and the interference process, such an exact approach leads to extremely complicated expressions that give little insight. Therefore, we propose a stylized model that ignores these correlations, but enables us to get more insights on the main trends in traffic adaptation. In particular, we assume that the queue length distribution is independent of the SAP's and MU's locations, which allows to omit the position in the subscript. With the geometric distribution, we have
, where the parameters 1 − ρ s and 1 − ρ u denote the fraction of idle time of the SAP and MU, respectively. The probability mass function of B s and B u is, respectively, given by
According to the M/M/1 model, we can write
) where s ( u ) and μ s (μ u ) denote the packet arrival rate and service rate of an SAP (MU), respectively. Note that due to the dynamic TDD scheme, the service rates μ s and μ u are related to the UL/DL configuration q D . In particular, a larger q D means a larger portion of time for the DL transmissions, which increases the overall DL service rate μ s over the whole radio frame. Opposite effects hold for UL transmissions. To reflect the effect of q D on the service rate, we define μ s = μ s,min + κ s q D and μ u = μ u,min + κ u (1 − q D ) where κ s , κ u > 0 are system parameters, μ s,min , μ u,min > 0 denote the minimum DL and UL rates achieved when q D → 0 and q D → 1, respectively. We define the service rate μ s as a linear function of q D , as we assume that the DL service rate increases linearly with the allocated fraction of time. . For the queues to be stable and the network to achieve a stationary distribution, we require ρ s < 1 and ρ u < 1, which leads to 3 The condition μ s,min , μ u,min > 0 is due to a technical reason to ensure the queue stability, i.e., ρ s , ρ u < 1 within all the range of q D . When the network is in the stationary state, the probability that the queue length is empty for a random SAP and MU is, respectively, given by
We observe that q D affects the void probabilities p s,void and p u,void which change the active intensities of DL SAPs and UL MUs, respectively. The expectation of the queue length of a random SAP and an MU is then given by (1 − p s,void ) . 4 We also make an independent thinning to the UL MUs, such that the intensity of active MUs is given by λ u, t (1 − q D ) N a λ s where N a N 1 − p u,void denotes the number of active MUs associated with each UL SAP. 5 Remark 1: The infinite buffer assumption results from a balanced tradeoff between realistic modeling and tractability, and whether the hypothesis is realistic depends on the traffic load and the actual buffer size. The use of a finite buffer leads potentially to dropped packets. To evaluate the impact of buffer size on the packet dropping probability, we define the buffer size of an SAP and an MU as K s and K u . In the following, we take the DL case as an example, but the results are also applicable to the UL case. Let P drop denote the packet dropping probability of a DL packet, which can be derived as
To evaluate the error caused by the infinite buffer assumption, we define a packet dropping probability threshold . For realistic values of , the buffer size K s can be approximated to be infinite if P drop ≤ , and solving for K s yields K s ≥ (log / log ρ s )−1. To include the constraint on the buffer size, a M/M/1/K s queueing model should be applied, where the void probabilities and the expectations of the queue length can be derived similarly to Eq. (3) to Eq. (6) . Figure 2 exhibits the minimum required buffer size K s as a function of ρ s for different packet dropping probability threshold . We observe that the instability region where P drop > , shrinks with increasing . Specifically, in the worst case when the network is heavily loaded with ρ s = 0.99, K s = 687 is required to satisfy the very strict packet dropping probability threshold = 0.001. While in most general network scenarios with ρ s ∈ (0, 0.9], a finite buffer with size K s < 65 is enough to satisfy even the strict packet dropping probability constraint.
C. Channel Model and Transmission Scheme
The channel model consists of pathloss and fading, where the pathloss function is given by g ( x ) = 1 x α with α > 2 the pathloss exponent. We consider the block fading model 4 Note that we assume that an active SAP in DL mode simultaneously serves all the N MUs in the analysis. While this assumption is reasonable since even the number of MUs served by an active DL SAP is smaller than N , these MUs still occupy the total available bandwidth and consume all powers of the antennas, which is equivalent to serving N users. 5 It is worth noting that for technical reasons we approximate the number of active MUs to be an integer by employing the ceil operator. with each block the duration of one subframe. The analysis is conducted within one subchannel that is exposed to flat fading rather than frequency selective fading. The fading power from a transmitter to the typical receiver is assumed to be an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) exponential r.v. h ∼ exp(1), which corresponds to the Rayleigh fading. We consider the SDMA scheme, where the total number of MUs N served by each SAP does not surpass the number of antennas M, i.e., N ≤ M. Thus, in each cluster, all the MUs can be simultaneously served by its associated SAP. We consider zero-forcing (ZF) precoding at the DL SAPs, and ZF receiver at UL SAPs with perfect knowledge of the channel state information (CSI). 6 The channel power gain between an SAP and an MU is different when the SAP acts as the serving SAP or interfering SAP in both DL and UL mode, which is discussed in more details in Section III.
D. Traffic Adaptation
An important advantage of dynamic TDD is traffic adaptation which refers to the adjustment of the fraction of time for UL and DL transmissions to adapt to the instantaneous UL and DL traffic loads. Adopting the appropriate UL/DL configuration q D to match the instantaneous traffic demands in DL and UL leads to improved packet throughput, energy saving, and reduction of packet delay. In this work, we use the service time to illustrate the benefits of traffic adaptation, which is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Service Time): Given the queue length of the tagged SAP (for the typical MU) B s and the queue length of the typical MU B u , the DL (UL) service time τ D t (τ U t ) is defined as the required number of radio frames to successfully transmit all the DL (UL) packets, and the cell service time τ t,cell is defined as τ t,cell = max{τ D t , τ U t }. Given the queue length distribution of both SAPs and MUs, our objective is to minimize the service time 6 ZF beam-forming with imperfect CSI can be incorporated in this framework by using tools from [35] and [36] . Compared with other linear receivers, such as the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) receiver, the ZF receiver has low complexity and allows us to provide important system design guidelines. of the typical small cell by setting an optimal UL/DL configuration q D .
Remark 2: We consider the static case, where the locations of SAPs˜ s and MUs˜ u remain unchanged during the transmissions [37] . When the transmission starts, new arriving packets at the transmitter are not taken into account. We consider the stop-and-wait automatic repeat-request (ARQ) protocol without limit on the retransmission times, where the feedback channel is assumed to be error-free and delayfree [38] . Moreover, the transmissions in different subframes are assumed to be independent.
We consider constant bit-rate coding, and define γ D and γ U as the DL and UL SINR thresholds. A packet is said to be successfully transmitted if the received SINR is greater than the given threshold. Otherwise, the packet returns to the head of the queue awaiting retransmission in the subsequent subframes. The coverage probability in DL and UL mode is, respectively, given by
Given the available bandwidth W , the target rate R is given by R = W log 2 (1 + γ ), ∈ {D,U}. By definition, the outage capacity of the typical link in mode is given by R P , ∈ {D,U}.
Define the duration of a radio frame as T f = N sf · τ sf with N sf and τ sf denoting the number of subframes within a radio frame and the duration of a subframe [in seconds]. The fraction of subframes dedicated to the DL traffic, i.e., the DL duty cycle, is derived as
. In each subframe, we denote 1 {SINR D ≥γ D } and 1 {SINR U ≥γ U } as the transmission indicators for the DL and UL. Given q D and the queue length distribution, the number of radio frames required to complete the DL and UL traffic are, respectively, derived as (8) and (9), shown at the bottom of this page, respectively. Note that in (8) and (9), (a) and (b) are derived by applying Jensen's inequality to the convex function 1 x , x > 0, and q D T f and (1 − q D ) T f in the denominator, respectively, denote the duration of DL and UL subframes within a radio frame. Thus, the service time of the typical cell is derived as
Obviously, the UL/DL configuration q D has considerable effect on the service time of the small cell.
Define the duration of one subframe τ sf as the unit time, the average ratio of subframes required to successfully transmit the DL traffic to those required to successfully transmit the UL traffic is given by
To minimize the service time of the typical cell, q D should be set to match the subframe ratio defined in (11), i.e.,
Thus, we have the optimal UL/DL configuration q D given by
III. POWER CONSUMPTION AND ENERGY HARVESTING MODEL
A. Power Consumption Model
In this section, we present the power consumption model for both SAPs and MUs. Considering the traffic loads, an SAP in DL mode or an MU in UL mode is active only when its queue is not empty. Otherwise, the DL SAP or the UL MU enters into the low-power sleeping mode, as such, in a given subframe, an SAP or an MU operates in one of the three modes: transmitting, receiving, or sleeping. By incorporating the effect of traffic load and differentiating the power consumption of SAPs from MUs in both DL and UL, the proposed power consumption model leads to a more accurate insight into the power consumption under realistic conditions in TDD networks.
In the DL subframe, the power consumption of an active SAP serving n MUs is given by [39] 
where P s is the transmit power of an SAP to each MU, η s ∈ (0, 1] is the efficiency of the power amplifier, M P c denotes the dynamic circuit power consumption which is proportional to the antenna number M, and P 0,D is the static power of an active SAP in DL mode, which includes the cooling power and the baseband processing power. The power consumption for a receiving MU is given by Q rec = Q r + Q dec + Q 0,D , where Q r , Q dec , and Q 0,D , respectively, denote the average power consumption of each MU's receiver antenna unit, the power consumed for decoding the desired DL signal, and the static power for an MU in DL mode. In the UL subframe, the power consumption of an active UL SAP serving n MUs is given by
where P dec is the power required to decode each MU's encoded information stream, P r denotes the power consumption of each SAP's receiver antenna unit, P mud is the power consumption for the multiuser detection, and P 0,U is the static power of an active SAP in UL mode. The power consumed by each active MU in UL mode is modeled as
where η u ∈ (0, 1] represents the efficiency of the power amplifier of each MU, Q u , Q c , and Q 0,U denote the transmit power, circuit power and static power for an active MU in UL mode, respectively. For the sleeping mode, the power consumption of an SAP and an MU is, respectively, given by P sleep and Q sleep .
B. Energy Harvesting Model
Each SAP is equipped with a rechargeable battery with finite capabilities to accommodate the harvested energy. We assume that a rechargeable battery has K + 1 levels with level 0 and level K indicating an empty battery and a fully charged battery. Define A(t) and B(t) as the incoming energy and the battery energy level of an SAP at the beginning of subframe t. We model the energy arrival process {A(t)} ∞ t =0
as an i.i.d. Bernoulli process with Pr{A(t) ≥ C ene } = ν, where C ene [in Joule] is the energy harvesting threshold to activate the energy harvesting circuit [40] . If A(t) ≥ C ene , the energy harvested within subframe t is assumed to be C ene which is referred to as one energy unit. Otherwise, no energy is harvested. The energy arrival process is assumed to be independent for all SAPs [41] and can happen simultaneously with data transmissions. The sequence of battery energy levels {B(t)} ∞ t =0 can be described by a finite state DTMC with the state space {0, 1, ..., K }, where state k means that the rechargeable battery has accumulated kC ene Joule energy at the beginning of subframe t ≥ 1. We define the transition probability of the DTMC as Assumption 2 (Energy Unit and Battery Capacity): Suppose that one energy unit C ene is enough to support one UL data stream, i.e., C ene =P rec,1 T with T denoting the duration of one subframe. Define ω = P tr,1 P rec,1 and we haveP tr,1 T = ωC ene , where · is the ceiling operator. The energy consumption for serving N DL and UL data streams are respectively given byP tr,N T = ωNC ene andP rec,N T = NC ene . We define the battery capacity as K C ene = cωNC ene , c ∈ N, which means that a fully charged battery can support N DL data streams for c continuous subframes (or N UL data streams for cω subframes).
The above assumptions provide a feasible way to map the energy consumption of an SAP serving different number of data streams to the corresponding battery energy levels. This simplifies the analysis of the DTMC without losing insights from the energy harvesting technique. KeepP rec,1 unchanged, increasing C ene improves the availability of the rechargeable battery and enhances the EE. While a larger ω means an increasing power consumption on DL, which decreases the availability of the rechargeable battery and leads to a decrease on EE.
With the energy harvesting model, we are interested in the effect of different battery utilization strategies on EE. Specifically, we consider the following two strategies.
Strategy 1:
The rechargeable battery is not activated until the harvested energy is enough to support N data streams in either DL or UL mode. In other words, the battery is available for UL and DL transmissions when the energy level is no less than N and ωN in the next subframe.
Strategy 2: The rechargeable battery is available for UL and DL transmissions as long as it has accumulated enough energy to support one data stream in either mode. In other words, the rechargeable battery is available for UL and DL transmissions when the battery energy level is no less than 1 and ω in the next subframe.
We define the probability p avl D,m and p avl U,m , m ∈ {1, 2} as the availability of the rechargeable battery for DL and UL transmissions with Strategy m. When the rechargeable battery is unavailable or the harvested energy is not enough to support all users, the SAP resorts to the back-up power grid. Letting π = {π 0 , π 1 , · · · , π K } denote the steady state probability vector, and in the steady state, we have π P = π, where
denotes the transition probability matrix. The stationary probabilities {π k } can be computed by solving π P = π under the constraint
In Lemma 1, we present the availability of the battery for DL and UL transmissions with different strategies.
Lemma 1: Given π , the availabilities of the battery for DL and UL transmissions under the two battery utilization strategies are respectively given by (15) and (16):
where we assume K = cωN with c, ω, N ∈ N, and ω > N. Proof: Take DL as an example, with the stationary probabilities {π k }, a battery is available as long as the harvested energy level in next subframe is no less than ωN and ω with Strategy 1 and Strategy 2. Thus, we have p avl
The final results are derived by reformulating the probabilities.
Remark 3: Although it is in general difficult to derive the stationary probabilities in closed-form, we can derive {π k } numerically by using standard software with transition probabilities given in Appendix A.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Coverage Probability
In DL mode, the received signal for a typical MU located at the origin 0 is given by
where P s and Q u are the transmit powers of SAP (to each MU) and MU, s 0 ∈ C is the normalized desired data symbol from the tagged SAP located at x 0 , s i ∈ C N×1 is the normalized transmit data symbol vectors of SAPs located at x i , u j ∈ C is the normalized data symbol from the UL MU located at z j , and the additive Gaussian noise is given by n 0 ∼ CN (0, σ 2 ). The channel vector from the serving DL SAP located at x 0 to the typical MU is denoted by h 0,0 ∈ C M×1 and that from the interfering DL SAP located at x i is denoted by h 0,i ∈ C M×1 . For the UL MUs, the channel gain from z j to the typical MU is denoted by h 0, j ∼ CN (0, 1) . The vectors h 0 , h 0,i are assumed to have i.i. d. CN (0, 1) entries, which are independent across DL SAPs, W i = [w i,k ] 1≤k≤N ∈ C M×N is the ZF precoding matrix set by the DL SAP located at x i . From (17) , the SINR at the typical MU associated with the DL tagged SAP is given by
where I D→D and I U→D , respectively, denote the aggregate interference from DL active SAPs and UL MUs, given by (N, 1) , and the UL interference channel power gain is derived as g D MU =| h 0, j | 2 ∼ Exp(1). In UL mode, we assume that the typical UL MU is located at z 0 , and the tagged SAP is located at the origin, r 0 = z 0 . The M−dimensional received signal y 0 at the tagged SAP located at the origin is given by
where u 0 and u j are the normalized transmit signal data symbol from the UL MUs located at z 0 and z j , respectively, and x i ∈ C M×M represents the normalized signal vectors of active DL SAPs located at x i . The additive Gaussian noise is given by n 0 ∼ CN (0 M×1 , σ 2 I M ). The channel vector from the typical UL MU located at z 0 to the typical SAP is denoted by g 0,0 ∈ C M×1 and that from the interfering MU located at z j is denoted by g 0, j ∈ C M×1 . For the interference from DL active SAPs located at x i , the channel vector to the typical SAP in UL mode is given by H † 0,i ∈ C M×M . The SINR at the typical SAP is
where the aggregate interference I D→U and I U→U , and the noise power are respectively given by
For the UL active SAPs, the average number of served MUs is N a ≤ N which is a function of q D and u . We consider the ZF receiver, where a unit norm receive filter v 0 ∈ C M×1 is chosen orthogonal to the channel vectors of other N a − 1 interferer associated with the same tagged SAP, i.e., | v † 0 g 0, j | 2 = 0 for j = 1, ..., N a − 1. 7 As is derived in [42] , we have
Given that the typical link length is r 0 , the Laplace transform of interference I D→D , I D→U , I U→U , and I U→D are, respectively, given by
where
,
Proof: See Appendix B. Theorem 1: The coverage probability of a typical MU in DL and UL mode is, respectively, given by
7 It is worth noting that when N a = 1, the ZF receiver becomes the maximal ratio combining (MRC) technique.
where s =
, and
Proof: See Appendix C. With P D and P U derived in Theorem 1, and combining with (12), we derive the optimal UL/DL configuration q D that minimizes the service time in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: The UL/DL configuration that minimizes the service time of the typical cell is the fixed solution of the following function
Namely, if the optimal UL/DL configuration is q D , we have
Proof: According to (11), we have
where (a) follows by applying Jensen's inequality to the convex function 1
x , x > 0, and (b) follows by ignoring the dependence between SINR U and SINR D , and using the Jensen's inequality. Letting A s R U P U u R D P D and combining (12) with (30), we have
By solving the above quadratic equation with regard to q D , we notice that the solution is a function of A, which is a function of P U and P D and thus of q D . We can therefore write the solution of the quadratic equation as ϕ(q D ) and we derive (29) for the cases κ s = Aκ u and κ s = Aκ u . We find that q D is the fixed point of ϕ(q D ), i.e., ϕ(q D ) = q D .
Remark 4: In Theorem 2, it is worth noting that in the derivation of q D , we have applied the Jensen's inequality and ignored the dependence between SINR U and SINR D . Therefore, q D is not an exact optimal solution. However, from the simulation results given in Section V, we observe that the approximation has little effect on the accuracy, and q D is very close to the optimal solution.
Remark 5: To prove the coexistence and the uniqueness of the fixed point, we define an auxiliary function ψ(
To guarantee the stability of the queues of the tagged SAP and typical MU, we have s < μ s,min + κ s q D ≤ μ s,min + κ s , and u < μ u,min + κ 
B. Energy Efficiency
We define the EE as the ratio of traffic load to the total energy consumption, measured in bits/Joule/Hz. For the power consumption, we only account for the energy drawn from the power grid and consider the harvested energy without additional cost. We assume that the sleeping mode is supported by the power grid. Define the overall energy consumption of the tagged SAP with strategy m and the typical MU as E
(m)
Tot,s and E Tot,u , respectively. Referring to (10), the energy consumption of the tagged SAP with Strategy 1 and Strategy 2 is, respectively, given by
where in (32) the probabilities
respectively, represent the probability that the rechargeable battery can serve i DL or UL data streams, respectively. In (31) and (32), the first two terms consider the energy consumption of an active SAP during DL and UL subframes. 8 The last two terms consider the energy consumption when the SAP is in sleeping mode. Since the energy consumption of the typical MU is independent of the battery utilization strategy, we derive the energy consumption of the typical MU as
To show the benefit from traffic adaptation, we define the energy efficiency of the typical small cell as
where the numerator comprises both DL and UL traffic in the small cell, and the denominator represents the total energy consumption of the SAP and active MUs within the cell. We refer to EE (m) cell as the network EE. Furthermore, we define the EE of the typical MU and the tagged SAP with strategy m as
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we verify first the theoretical model and the approximations therein by means of simulations, and provide then key design insights for energy harvesting multi-antenna small cell networks with dynamic TDD. In this work, the approximations are due to (i) modeling the active MUs in UL mode by a PPP with the same intensity as the original cluster point process, (ii) ignoring the correlation between different subframes during the transmission of the UL and DL traffic, (iii) modeling the intensity of active SAPs in DL mode and active MUs in UL mode by utilizing the void probability of the queue as an independent thinning factor, and (iv) modeling the number of active MUs associated with each UL SAP with an integer.
Before explaining the results, we briefly summarize the simulation procedure as follows: (i) Choose a large spatial window and simulate the locations of each SAP and its associated N MUs as realizations of PPP and the NewmanScott cluster point process of the given intensities. For each realization, we focus on a typical link consisting of a tagged SAP located at the origin and a typical MU randomly selected from the associated MU set. (ii) Generate the queue length for all the SAPs and MUs according to the geometric distribution of given parameters. If the queue length of a DL SAP or a UL MU is empty, then the SAP or MU enters into sleeping mode. (iii) In each subframe, an SAP (including the tagged SAP) is selected to operate in DL or UL mode with the given ) is empty, the tagged SAP (typical MU) enters sleeping mode in the DL (UL) subframes. We choose system parameters that are compatible with TD-LTE, where each radio frame consists of ten subframes with the duration of one subframe being 1ms, and the system bandwidth is chosen as W =200 kHz, approximately corresponding to one resource block in the frequency domain. For the EE calculation, we consider the following default power values [in W]: P s = 0.2, P c = 6.8, P 0,D = 6.5, P sleep = 4.3, η s = 0.25, η u = 0.25,
A. Coverage Probability
In Fig. 3 , we verify the PPP approximation of active MUs in UL mode in terms of cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the coverage probability in the full-buffer case by varying the SINR threshold for different q D , R cl , and N. By comparing Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) , we observe that a larger q D leads to a more accurate approximation. This can be understood by the fact that a lower intensity of UL MUs reduces the effect of the PPP approximation. Comparing  Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(d) , we observe that the larger the cluster radius R cl is, the more accurate the approximation is. As the cluster size increases, the cluster point process approaches to a PPP of the same intensity. By comparing Fig. 3(b) , Fig. 3(e) and Fig. 3(f) , we derive that a larger number of served MUs N decreases the accuracy of the approximation, which indicates the decreasing quality of the PPP approximation. In this example, the largest gap is achieved by the UL coverage probability in Fig. 3(a) , where the order of magnitude of the largest error is less than 20%. Figure 4 depicts the DL (Fig. 4(a) ) and UL (Fig. 4(b) ) coverage probabilities for different DL packet arrival rates s . We observe a good match between the simulation and numerical analysis for both the lightly and heavily loaded cases, where the order of magnitude of the largest error is less than 5%. As q D increases, we observe that the coverage probability with s = 0.1 u increases while the coverage probability with s = 9 u decreases. This can be understood by the fact that with s = 0.1 u , the coverage probability is dominated by the strong interference from UL MUs. A larger q D decreases the UL interference, resulting in an improvement in the corresponding coverage probability. On the contrary, when s = 9 u , the DL interference is the limiting factor to the coverage probability. An increasing q D leads to the growth in DL interference, which reduces the coverage probability. 
B. UL/DL Configuration vs. Traffic Adaptation
In Fig. 5 , we present the DL and UL service time (Fig. 5(a) ), and the cell service time for different DL packet arrival rates s as a function of q D where we set u = 0.05 unchanged. We observe a good match between the simulations and the analytical results. This is mainly due to the fact that we keep the queue length of the remaining DL SAPs and the UL MUs unchanged, which weakens the temporal correlations between different subframes. From Fig. 5(a) , we observe that an increasing s increases DL service time while has a little effect on the UL service time. This can be explained that a larger s leads to a heavier DL traffic load, which increases both the expectation of the SAP's queue length and the active DL SAP's intensity. The slight increase of the UL service time is caused by the decreasing UL coverage probability which is caused by the increasing DL interference. We also observe that as q D increases, the DL service time decreases while the UL service time increases. This is due to the fact that as q D increases, the DL service rate μ s increases, leading to a decrease in the DL service time. Opposite effects hold for UL transmissions. With u unchanged, for each setting of s there exists an optimal UL/DL configuration q D that minimizes the cell service time. It is achieved at the intersection of the two corresponding curves as illustrated in Fig. 5(b) . From  Fig. 5(b) , we observe that the optimal q D shifts to the right as s increases, which can be understood by the fact that giving more time resources to the DL traffic results in an increase of the DL service rate and a corresponding reduction of DL service time.
The optimal q D for each packet arrival rate setting can be derived by solving the fixed point equation (29) , which is given in Table II denoted by "Analysis". In practical deployment, the UL/DL configurations can not be set arbitrarily but restricted within a discrete set. In this work, we consider nine values for q D from 0.1 to 0.9. By comparing the cell service time achieved at each value of q D , we derive the "Practical Value" of optimal q D in Table II , which shows a good match to the analytical optimal q D . Figure 6 depicts q D and τ t,cell as a function of γ D for different λ s in the interference-limited regime. An increasing s leads to an increase in both q D and τ t,cell , which is caused by the increased asymmetric DL traffic load to the UL traffic load. Keeping the network traffic load unchanged, we observe that both q D and τ t,cell are independent of λ s when R cl is set according to the average coverage area of each SAP π R 2 cl = λ −1 s . This can be understood since P D and P U remain constant in the interference-limited regime as the change of the received signal power due to the variation in the density of SAPs is balanced by the change in the interference power. Note that the same conclusion is derived within the fully-loaded model in [6] , which means that by removing the DL SAPs and UL MUs with empty queues, the network with active DL SAPs and UL MUs can be seen as an equivalent fully-loaded network. From Fig. 6(a) , we observe that q D is a convex function of γ D . This can be explained by the tradeoff between the coverage probability P D and the target rate R D , which leads to a nontrivial behavior in the DL outage Fig. 6(a) . The minimal τ t,cell and q D are achieved at the γ D where the DL outage capacity is maximized. Compared with the case γ D = γ U , the optimal setting of γ D results in an reduction of as much as 60% of the service time. These results demonstrate that the proposed analytical framework can be used to derive the optimal SINR threshold that minimizes the service time of the tagged small cell. Fig. 7 depicts the EE of the typical small cell as a function of q D with Strategy 1 (Fig. 7(a) ) and with Strategy 2 ( Fig. 7(b) ), respectively. Compared to the results given in Table II , we observe that the optimal UL/DL configuration q D that minimizes the service time also leads to the optimal EE of the typical small cell in each setting of packet arrival rates. 9 This can be explained by the fact that by conducting traffic adaptation, the tagged SAP can serve the total amount of traffic in the typical small cell with the minimal service time. Therefore, the consumed energy is minimized and the EE is optimized.
C. Traffic Adaptation vs. Energy Efficiency
In Fig. 8 , we separately represent the EE for the tagged SAP and the typical MU achieved at the fixed point and the optimal value derived via a linear search method. We observe that q D does not necessarily lead to the optimal EE of either SAP or MU due to the fact that we focus on the traffic in both UL and DL rather than either one of them individually. From Fig. 8 , we derive that the EE of both SAP and MU decreases with s . The decreasing EE of SAP results from the fact that the increasing DL traffic load leads to a reduction of the availability of the battery. The decreasing EE of MU can be understood by considering that increasing DL interference results in a decrease in the UL coverage probability P U , and more energy is needed for successfully transmit each packet. We also observe that an increasing λ s leads to a decreasing EE which can be explained by the reduced coverage probability.
D. Effect of Energy Harvesting on Energy Efficiency
To illustrate the benefit from energy harvesting, we present the optimal network EE and the EE of an SAP for different battery utilization strategies in the interference-limited regime in Fig. 9 , where the EE without energy harvesting (denoted by "W/O EH") is given as a benchmark. Similar to Fig. 6 , the EE is shown to be independent of λ s . Compared to the case without energy harvesting, we observe that equipping the SAP with energy harvesting capabilities can greatly improve both the network EE and the EE of an SAP especially when s is small, and the gain is reduced as s increases. The EE achieved by Strategy 2 is larger than that of Strategy 1, which means that utilizing the battery whenever available improves the EE. From Fig. 9(a) , we observe that a proper setting of γ D can significantly improve the network EE and the gain from energy harvesting in the low DL traffic load regime.
When λ s = λ u , an optimal setting of γ D results in an improvement of 230% of the EE without energy harvesting. With energy harvesting, the improvement can be further enhanced as much as 25%. In Fig. 9(b) , without energy harvesting, we observe that the EE of SAP exhibits a concave behavior of γ D . This can be explained by the different effects of q D on P D with different DL traffic loads, which is verified in Fig. 4 . Specifically, in the low DL traffic load region (e.g., s ≤ u ), P D is dominated by the UL interference, and increasing q D results in a lower UL interference, and correspondingly a larger P D . Conversely, in the heavy DL traffic load region (e.g., s > u ), opposite effects can be observed. The numerical analysis presented in Fig. 9 shows that the q D that achieves the optimal EE of an SAP grows with s . In the low DL traffic load region, the positive effect of q D on P D is larger than the negative effect of s on P D , which leads to the rising EE of an SAP. While in the high DL traffic load region, both the augmentation of q D and s reduces P D , which leads to the drop of the EE.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we studied traffic adaptation in a multi-antenna energy harvesting small cell network, where the SAPs operate dynamic TDD and utilize harvested energy to reduce the use of conventional energy. We proposed a stylized model that allows us to get insight into the main trends in traffic adaptation, and verified the accuracy of the model by extensive simulations. Given the queue length distribution of SAPs and MUs, we first derived the DL and UL coverage probabilities under a given UL/DL configuration and then determined the optimal UL/DL configuration from the perspective of the service time of the typical small cell. By designing several battery utilization strategies, we derived the availability of the battery and quantified the effect of energy harvesting on EE. We observed that energy harvesting can bring more benefit to the EE especially in the low traffic load regime. Furthermore, we shed light on the relationship between traffic adaptation and EE, and showed that the UL/DL configuration that minimizes the service time also leads to an optimal network EE, but does not necessarily yield optimal EE for an SAP or an MU individually. We showed the power of our analytical framework by optimally setting the SINR threshold, which leads to a significant improvement in network EE and reduction in service time. Our analysis quantifies the potential benefits of traffic adaptation and the use of energy harvesting technique in multi-antenna small cell networks with dynamic TDD.
APPENDIX
A. Derivations of Transition Probabilities
For Strategy 1, the transition probability from state k to state k is given by
where the necessary condition leading to p k,k is that no energy arrives at the given SAP when k < K . The first three equations in the right hand of (38) respectively consider the cases where the harvested energy can support (i) neither DL nor UL transmissions, (ii) only UL transmissions, (iii) both UL and DL transmissions. When k = K , the battery is fully charged and p k,k is independent of the energy arrival process, and the transition from state k to k is due to that there is no traffic in the typical small cell. The transition from state k to state k + 1 is given by
where the necessary condition for p k,k+1 is that there is energy arriving at the SAP in the incoming subframe when k < K . The explanations for each equation in the right hand are similar to the statements for p k,k in (38) and thus omitted. When serving N UL data streams, the state can be transited from k to k − (N − 1) or from k to k − N depending on whether energy arrives at the SAP. The corresponding transition probabilities are given by
Similarly, when the harvested energy can support N DL data streams, the state can be transited from k to k − (ωN − 1) or from k to k − ωN based on the energy arrival cases in next subframe. We have
Different from Strategy 1, in Strategy 2 the rechargeable battery is available to DL and UL transmissions as long as the harvested energy can afford one data stream in the corresponding transmission mode. Since the power consumption for a DL data stream is usually much higher than that for a UL data stream, we consider the case where ω > N with N is the number of served MUs within a small cell. The transition probability from state k to state k is given by
The transition from state k to state k + 1 is given by
where the two equations consider the case when the harvested energy is only available to UL transmissions and available to both UL and DL transmissions. An SAP may use up the harvested energy to serve k or k +1 UL data streams when the harvested energy level k ≤ N − 1. The transition probability p k,0 is
Similar to (40) and (41), when the harvested energy can afford all the N UL data streams, the SAP will consume N −1 or N units energy depending on the energy arrivals in next subframe, and we have
With the assumption that the rechargeable battery is available for DL transmissions as long as the harvested energy can support one DL data stream, we have the following transition probabilities based on the amount of harvested energy. 
Where the second equation in the right hand of (49) and (50) shows that when the harvested energy is able to simultaneously afford all the N DL data streams, it will always serve N DL data streams.
B. Proof of Lemma 2
Given the typical link length r 0 > 0, the Laplace transform of interference L I D→D (s) = E I D→D [e −s I D→D ] can be derived as For I U→D , we observe that the spatial locations of UL MUs t u form a cluster point process of intensity λ u,t = (1 − q D )N a λ s . However, the exact analysis of cluster point process leads to tedious expressions of the interference distribution, making it difficult to derive the insight of interferers. We approximate the UL MUs by a PPP with the same intensity λ u,t , which leads to a lower bound on the coverage probability [44] . The Laplace transform of interference I U→D and I U→U can be derived by using the PGFL of the PPP, given by 
where in (a) we define s = 
The DL coverage probability is derived by substituting (52) and (57) into (51), given by
The coverage probability of the typical MU associated with the tagged UL SAP is given by 
